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ABSTRACT
Pre Service Secondary Mathematics 
Teachers’ Attitudes About the 
History of Mathematics
by
Kelly Marie Sullivan
Dr. Juli K. Dixon, Examination Committee Chair 
Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Instruction 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This study was conducted to show that using historical material to teach 
mathematical content to pre-service secondary mathematics teachers could improve their 
attitudes about incorporating the history of mathematics into the mathematics classroom. 
A  historical module from the Mathematical Association of America was taught to an 
undergraduate class of pre-service secondary mathematics teachers. Their attitudes 
regarding the use of the history of mathematics in the mathematics classroom were then 
compared to the attitudes of students in another undergraduate class, taught by the same 
researcher, whose instruction did not incorporate history. Results from t-tests indicate 
that there was a positive change in attitude amongst the students in the experimental 
group. This study did not, however, verify a distinction in achievement between the two 
groups
III
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The International Commission on Mathematical Instruction (ICMI) identifies 
issues or topics they deem to be of particular contemporary significance to mathematics 
education and initiates specific studies on these themes. At the eighth International 
Congress on Mathematical Education (ICME) held in Seville, Spain in 1996, the ICMI 
chose “The Role of the History of Mathematics in the Teaching and Learning of 
Mathematics” as the theme for the next ICMI Study (Fauvel & van Maanen, 1997). The 
report on this study will be given at the ninth ICME meeting in Japan in the year 2000. 
The emphasis placed on this topic o f study by the ICMI reflects the emergence of interest 
within the academic community in incorporating mathematics history as an integral part 
of the teaching of mathematics.
A strong, growing interest in this academic approach has been building over the 
years. In several recent publications, promoters of the use of history in the mathematics 
curriculum have developed a substantial argument outlining the benefits o f integrating 
mathematics history into the classroom (Calinger, 1996; Swetz, et. al., 1995). Fauvel 
(1991) suggests that the use of the history of mathematics in teaching has the following 
outcomes: helps to increase motivation for learning; makes mathematics less frightening; 
allows students to derive comfort from knowing that they are not the only ones with
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
problems; gives mathematics a human face; and changes students’ perceptions of 
mathematics.
The mathematical experiences of prospective teachers should challenge familiar 
attitudes, and foster fresh attitudes, about the nature o f mathematics. Philippou and 
Christou (1998) contend that a teacher-preparation program based on the history of 
mathematics is effective in improving pre-service teachers’ attitudes about mathematics.
The Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics ( 1989a) o f the 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) calls for reform in the approach 
to teaching and learning mathematics. Among the recommendations, there are three 
essential items that should be examined across all grade levels: communicating, 
connecting, and valuing mathematics. The history of mathematics can be used in the 
classroom to help reach these goals. Students can communicate about historical facts 
orally or in writing. They can connect mathematics to various cultures as well as to other 
intellectual developments in science, philosophy, and religion. Further, history can 
substantially add to students’ value of mathematics learned from the past and in the 
present.
Over the decades, the benefits o f the use of the history o f mathematics in the 
classroom have been noted. In 1969, the NCTM considered the subject to be o f such 
importance as to devote a yearbook to issues related to the history of mathematics in 
mathematics education. Because of continued demand for information on this subject, the 
council published an updated edition twenty years later (NCTM, 1989b).
Among those who advocate the use o f history in the mathematics classroom, the 
manner in which to introduce it has been debated. One approach to using history to enrich
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3mathematics instruction and to improve the learning of mathematics is to have students 
solve some of the problems that interested early mathematicians (Swetz, 1989). Such 
problems offer case studies which students can relate to contemporary classroom 
discussions. According to Swetz, the problems transport the reader back to the age when 
the problems were posed and illustrate the mathematical concerns o f the period. 
Freudenthal (1981) asked.
Can we instill into ‘inhuman’ mathematics more humanity by convincing the 
learner that mathematics has been conceived by men, or wouldn’t it be a shorter 
way, a stronger proof, to have some mathematics they are really concerned with 
recreated by the students themselves? (p. 30)
Statement of the Problem 
A search revealed little research-based literature on the role of the history of 
mathematics in the teaching and learning of mathematics. One can find articles 
describing ideas and methods for using the history of mathematics in the mathematics 
classroom, but actual data regarding the effectiveness o f such methods appear to be 
scarce. There are several forces presently working to fill this gap.
The NCTM has issued a call for manuscripts for a focus issue of the Mathematics 
Teacher on the history of mathematics and mathematics education to be published in the 
fall of 2000 (NCTM, 1999, p. 239). However, the articles in this journal are usually 
practitioner-driven. Earlier this decade, an issue of For the Learning o f Mathematics was 
dedicated to the use of the history of mathematics in education (Fauvel, 1991), but these 
articles also targeted the practicing teacher.
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4The Mathematical Association of America (MAA) has received a National 
Science Foundation Award to support a Historical Modules Project. They are presently 
field-testing twelve self-contained modules. These field tests are being conducted over 
the 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 school years (NCTM, 1998). A statistical study will be 
performed at the end of the field tests using a feedback instrument including a 
questionnaire that will use Likert scales. The research that comes from the M AA project 
should significantly add to the base of knowledge regarding the integration o f  the history 
of mathematics in the mathematics classroom.
Purpose of the Study
This research study sought to identify whether an attitude change occurred in pre­
service secondary mathematics teachers who completed one of the MAA historical 
modules. As well, this study proposed to show whether these pre-service teachers had 
developed a deeper conceptual understanding of the topic.
The independent variable for this study was the method of instruction for a unit on 
geometric proof. The experimental group was taught from a historical perspective using 
the MAA module, and the control group was taught without allusion to history. The 
dependent variables were survey scores and achievement scores. A pre-/post-survey 
instrument was used to collect data on attitudes toward the history of mathematics, and 
proofs were scored for achievement data.
The specific research questions to which this study sought answers were:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
51. Is there a change in attitude of pre-service secondary mathematics teachers 
toward the integration of the history of mathematics into the mathematics classroom after 
being taught using a historical module?
2. Is there a higher level of mathematical content achievement on a unit of study 
among pre-service secondary mathematics teachers exposed to a historical module than 
among those not exposed to the historical module?
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This literature review is divided into three sections. The first looks at the 
evaluations o f several techniques for introducing history into the mathematics classroom. 
The second tells o f how history may be related to learning, and the third investigates pre­
service teachers’ beliefs and influences.
History in the Mathematics Classroom 
Jardine (1997) described a study conducted in an undergraduate mathematics 
class. Each student chose a historical topic related to the syllabus by lesson number. 
During the specified lesson, the student researcher made a three-to-five minute oral 
presentation and submitted a one-page essay on the historical figure or concept related to 
that day's subject matter. Feedback from a qualitative survey instrument verified that 
engaging students in the study of the history of mathematics enhanced the learning 
experience for them. Their appreciation of mathematics as a worthy subject o f study was 
increased.
Some history of mathematics materials were developed by R, Grunseit for 
classroom usage under a grant from the Schools Commission Innovations Programme in 
Australia. These materials presented the history of mathematics to students aged 13 to 15 
in the following five ways: as articles relating historical stories which teachers can use as
6
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7a basis for lesson preparation; as one-act plays which can be used on stage or in the 
classroom; as tape-slide presentations; as videotapes; and as biographies o f great 
mathematicians together with drawn portraits. From this range of materials, a play about 
Thales and an article related to the history of conic sections were selected for intensive 
study (Fraser & Koop, 1978, 1981; Koop & Fraser, 1978).
A questionnaire survey was used to gauge the opinions of mathematics teachers 
about these materials (Fraser & Koop, 1978). The survey revealed that, in general, 
teachers responded favorably to both the play and the article; but opinions about the play 
tended to be more favorable than opinions about the article. Teachers also considered that 
the play would be useful for integrating subjects like mathematics, English, and history. 
However, teachers expressed concern that using a mathematical play in their teaching 
could involve excessive amounts of time and would require skills not possessed by the 
average mathematics teacher. The authors suggested that this would not be the case if the 
play were used in the classroom rather than as a full-scale production. A disappointing 
finding from the survey was that, despite the fact that teachers expressed favorable 
opinions about numerous aspects of the material, it was reported that a sizable proportion 
of teachers responded that they would not use the material in their own teaching.
A group of five experts - a historian of mathematics, two mathematics educators, 
and two drama critics - provided their views about the Thales play, the conics article, or 
both (Koop & Fraser, 1978). In general, the historian of mathematics and the 
mathematics educators expressed favorable opinions about the materials, although 
opinions about the play were more favorable than opinions about the article. The drama 
critics recognized that the play possessed positive dramatic qualities.
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8Fraser and Koop (1981) investigated the changes in affective and cognitive 
outcomes experienced by a sample of students using the play. It was found that students 
underwent significant positive changes on both affective and cognitive outcomes during 
the time of using the Thales play, although the play was more effective in promoting 
improvement in historical knowledge than mathematics achievement.
The technique of using items from the history o f mathematics was effective as a 
means of promoting positive attitudes toward mathematics for college algebra students 
(McBride, 1977). The inclusion o f human interest in the subject, through mention of 
sometimes-humorous activities and beliefs of famous mathematicians, was correlated 
with the development o f favorable attitudes. It was reported that students perceived 
increased enthusiasm on the part o f the teachers who used the materials.
Relevance of History to Education
Harper (1987) attempted to address the theory that ontogeny recapitulates 
phylogeny. That is. he studied whether the historical evolution of algebraic ideas might 
parallel an individual's lifetime development o f algebra. According to Harper, algebra has 
passed through three identifiable stages: rhetorical, syncopated (Diophantine), and 
symbolic (Vietan). The rhetorical stage encompasses the period of time when all 
arguments were written in longhand and no symbols were available to represent unknown 
quantities. Syncopated algebra is exemplified by the algebraist’s use o f letters for 
unknown quantities; and, in symbolic algebra, the algebraist uses letters for given 
quantities as well. The results from his study of secondary school students indicate a 
possible alignment between algebraic evolution and conceptual development. The
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9students advanced from the rhetorical to the Diophantine to the Vietan solution types as 
they progressed through the school years. This finding strengthens the argument for 
teaching mathematics, or at least algebra, in the sequence in which it was developed 
historically.
History is a natural means for promoting the opinion that mathematical definitions 
are a logical necessity. Arcavi, Bruckheimer, and Ben-Zvi (1987) assessed pre- and in- 
service teachers’ previous knowledge, conceptions, and misconceptions of irrational 
numbers. They concluded that it is desirable for teacher-education materials to include 
the search for a formal definition of irrational number, thereby motivating the necessity 
of such definitions. The study of the history of irrational numbers would allow teachers 
an appropriate account o f how mathematics is actually accomplished by mathematicians.
Grattan-Guinness (1978) states that “ it is an integral part of one’s understanding 
to be aware of the source o f mathematics, but unfortunately it is not necessary for one’s 
mere knowledge o f it (p. 278).” He argues that mathematics educators should strive for 
student understanding and that the history of mathematics can be used as a great 
motivator for understanding mathematics.
Pre-Service Teachers’ Beliefs
In the evaluation o f a teacher-preparation program based on the history of 
mathematics, support was found for the hypothesis that the program would be effective in 
improving prospective teachers’ attitudes toward mathematics (Philippou & Christou, 
1998). The program consisted o f content and method courses that followed a historic 
evolutionary process, beginning with pre-Hellenic mathematics; continuing with Greek,
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Hindu, Moslem, medieval and enlightenment mathematics; and concluding with topics 
from calculus, geometry, algebra, set theory, logic, and Boolean algebra. The results of 
the study affirmed that pre-service teachers bring misconceptions and negative attitudes 
towards mathematics to teacher education. The history o f mathematics proved to be quite 
potent in changing these attitudes.
There are other factors that influence the attitudes of pre-service teachers. Quinn 
( 1997) found that a mathematics methods course that uses manipulatives, technology, and 
cooperative learning has an effect on the attitudes of pre-service teachers. While the pre­
service elementary teachers’ attitudes towards mathematics improved significantly upon 
completion of the course, the increase in attitude toward mathematics of pre-service 
secondary mathematics teachers was not significant. He suggests that the pre-service 
elementary teachers’ attitudes were less favorable than the pre-service secondary 
teachers’ attitudes from the beginning and, therefore, had further room for improvement.
Although coursework has been shown to influence pre-service mathematics 
teachers and their attitudes towards mathematics, findings from Frykholm (1996) indicate 
that cooperating teachers have the most significant influence on the philosophies and 
practices of student teachers.
Summary
Several techniques for introducing history into the mathematics classroom have 
been shown to be effective in increasing motivation on the part of the student and 
improving attitude on the part o f the teacher. In fact, the historical development of a 
concept may actually serve as a significant tool in the full understanding of the concept.
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOD
In order to answer the research questions stated in chapter 1. the following null 
hypotheses were tested;
1. Pre-service secondary mathematics teachers will show no significant change in 
attitude toward the integration o f the history of mathematics into the mathematics 
classroom due to a historical module instruction.
2. Pre-service secondary mathematics teachers will show no significant difference 
in achievement due to a historical module instruction.
Participants
The students o f two classes o f  pre-service secondary mathematics teachers at an 
urban university located in the American Southwest were asked to participate in this 
study. An upper-division mathematics class from the Department of Mathematical 
Sciences in the College of Sciences acted as the experimental group, and a mathematics 
methods class from the Department o f  Curriculum and Instruction in the College of 
Education served as the control group. The mathematics class is described in the 
university catalog as “Probability and Combinatorics for Teachers”, but the professor 
taught it this particular semester as “History of Mathematics”. The mathematics methods
1 1
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class is described as “Teaching Secondary Mathematics”. All students in both classes 
were pre-service secondary mathematics teachers.
There were nineteen students in the mathematics class and thirteen students in the 
mathematics methods class. Two students were enrolled in both classes, so the data 
collected from them were not used. One student in the mathematics methods class opted 
out of the study at the end of the data collection. Therefore, the data analysis involved the 
data collected from seventeen participants in the experimental group and ten participants 
in the control group.
All participants in the control group were in their final year o f undergraduate 
education and therefore near the end of their preparation. The majority o f the students in 
the experimental group, conversely, were in the second year of their programs.
Materials
An MAA historical module (See APPENDIX V) was used in this research study.
It consisted of classroom instruction material that included (a) a teacher’s guide, (b) the 
historical and cultural background for the topic, (c) biographical information about the 
mathematicians who contributed to the topic and information about the cultural context,
(d) detailed lesson plans, (e) copy masters, (f) exercises for students, (g) suggestions for 
student projects, (h) a bibliography, and (i) questions to be answered by the students. The 
topic was “Geometry and P roof’.
To test the first hypothesis, an attitude scale (See APPENDIX IV) was created.
The scale was piloted and refined with the help of the students in a graduate class from 
the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the College of Education. The class is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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described in the university catalog as “Seminar in Instructional and Curricular Studies” 
and is intended for students nearing the end of their graduate studies. This particular 
section was dedicated to issues in mathematics education.
The second hypothesis was tested using five questions from the culminating 
activity at the end of the treatment. A six-point rubric (See APPENDIX VI) was created 
to score the proofs from this activity, and three practicing teachers were recruited to help 
in scoring so as to minimize subjectivity.
Procedure
Shortly after the beginning of the semester in which this research was conducted, 
participants in each group were asked to complete the attitude scale. The professor of the 
mathematics class administered the survey to the experimental group within the first two 
weeks of the semester, and the researcher administered the survey to the control group a 
few weeks later. One week o f class-time was allotted to the researcher for instruction. For 
the experimental group, this meant three classes of fifty minutes each; and for the control 
group, one class of 150 minutes, o f which half was dedicated to this study. At the end of 
the week, the attitude scale was again administered so that pre- and post-scores could be 
compared. Also, at the end o f instruction, a culminating activity was completed so that a 
comparison of group achievement could be made.
Experimental Group Instruction
On the first day of instruction, the participants were given copies of the student 
edition from the MAA module entitled Let Us Pretend: It is 380 B C E  and you live in 
Athens. After an introduction to Plato’s Academy, the participants were paired and asked
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to complete a worksheet involving relative measurements o f segments. As homework, 
they were asked to complete a worksheet on commensurability of segments. This was to 
prepare them for the discussion of non-commensurable numbers in the second class 
session.
The second class consisted of reading Excerpts from Plato’s Meno. which was 
found in the student edition. The purpose of this reading was twofold. Firstly, the 
dialogue among Socrates and the slave boy leads to an incommensurable pair of numbers 
and how they may be drawn. Secondly, Socrates asserts that learning is a process of 
discovering knowledge.
On the third and final day of instruction, the participants were asked to construct a 
sequence of arguments that would lead to the conviction that the side and diagonal of a 
square are incommensurable. From this culminating activity, the students’ proofs of the 
first five theorems were used as data for comparison with the control group.
Control Group Instruction
Instruction for the control group included proving statements leading to the 
hypothesis that the square root of two is irrational. The arguments were o f the same 
nature of those in the experimental group, but they were not imbedded in the context of 
history. The same five proofs, with a slight change in wording to conceal the historical 
link, were collected as data for comparison with the experimental group. Because not all 
participants completed all o f the proofs, the first five theorems (See APPENDIX VI) 
were chosen for purpose of comparison.
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS
This study sought answers to the following research questions:
1. Is there a change in attitude o f pre-service secondary mathematics teachers 
toward the integration of the history o f mathematics into the mathematics classroom after 
being taught using a historical module?
2. Is there a higher level o f mathematical content achievement on a unit of 
study among pre-service secondary mathematics teachers exposed to a historical module 
than among those not exposed to the historical module?
First Research Question
To address the first question, a nine-item, Likert-type attitude survey was 
administered at the beginning of the study, and the same survey was again given at the 
end of the study. The nine items were:
1. The history of mathematics is a useful tool for learning mathematics.
2. Mathematics lessons should be taught from a historical perspective.
3. The history of mathematics should be taught only as enrichment to the 
mathematics curriculum.
4. Student learning o f school mathematics is increased with teacher use o f 
historical anecdotes.
15
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5. The history of mathematics increases student enjoyment o f mathematics.
6. The history of mathematics can be incorporated into the curriculum without 
increasing student or teacher workload.
7. Mathematics is a static subject without its history.
8. Including the history of mathematics hinders mathematics teaching.
9 . 1 plan to integrate the history o f mathematics into the mathematics courses that 
1 will teach.
Responses to the third and eighth items were re-coded so that a score o f 5 
reflected the most positive response, and a score of 1 reflected the most negative 
response, on every item. The results from the pre- and post surveys can be found in Table 
I . The means and standard deviations are listed for each o f  the nine items in the pre- and 
post-surveys, categorized by control group or experimental group.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table 1
Mean Responses and Standard Deviations on Pre- and Post-Survev Items
Control group Experimental group
Pre -survey Post- survey Pre survey Post-survey
Item M SD M SD M SD M SD
1 3.20 1.14 3.20 1.14 3.41 0.71 3.71 0.85
2 2.00 0.82 2.10 0.88 2.53 0.94 3.00 1.12
3 2.80 1.40 2.90 1.29 2.35 0.79 2.65 1.17
4 2.30 1.06 2.90 0.99 3.24 1.15 3.65 0.79
5 2.00 1.05 2.80 0.92 2.94 0.97 3.65 0.93
6 2.50 1.58 2.40 1.43 3.06 1.20 3.47 1.01
7 2.00 1.25 2.10 0.99 3.06 1.25 3.00 1.50
8 4.30 0.95 4.30 0.48 3.65 0.70 4.18 0.73
9 3.10 0.88 3.00 1.16 3.47 0.72 4.00 0.61
A reliability test was run for both the pre-survey and the post-survey. The 
reliability coefficient for the pre-survey was found to be «  = .56, and that for the post­
survey was oc = .80.
To answer the first research question, a mean and standard deviation were found 
for each group on the pre-survey and the post-survey (see Table 2).
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Table 2
Group Means and Standard Deviations on Pre- and Post-Survevs
Pre-survey Post-survey Change
Group M SD M M N
Control 2.69 0.47 2.86 0.47 0.17 0.24 10
Experimental 3.08 0.47 3.48 0.64 0.40 0.57 17
An independent t-test for equality of means was utilized to compare the pre­
survey results between groups, t(1 9 .15) = -2.09, p < .05, and the post-survey results 
between groups, t(23.53) = -2.87, p  <  .01. A significant difference was found between the 
two groups both before the intervention and after the intervention.
A dependent t-test for paired samples compared pre- and post-survey results 
within each group. For the control group, t (9) = -2.24, p < .001, and for the experimental 
group, t(16) = -2.87, p  < .05. Scores on the post-survey were significantly higher than the 
scores on the pre-survey for both the control group and the experimental group. Both 
groups responded more favorably to the post-survey than to the pre-survey as is indicated 
by the increase in mean scores for each group from the pre-survey to the post-survey.
An independent t-test for equality of means found that, although the positive 
change in the experimental group was greater than that in the control group, the 
difference was not found to be statistically significant (t (23.12) = -1.47, p  > 0.05)
These results indicate that there was a positive change in attitude of pre-service 
secondary mathematics teachers toward the integration of the history of mathematics into 
the mathematics classroom after being taught using a historical module.
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Second Research Question 
The results o f  this study did not suggest a significant distinction between the two 
groups as regards mathematical content achievement.
To answer the second research question, five proofs from the culminating activity 
were graded, by rubric, and compared by group. The possible scores on each proof were 
1 .2 .3 . 4, 5, and 6, with 6 representing an exceptional proof. The mean scores and 
deviations can be found in Table 3.
Table 3
Mean Scores and Deviations on Five Proofs
Control group Experimental group
Proof M SD M SD
1 4.20 1.62 3.93 1.64
2 4.80 0.92 3.93 1.44
3 4.40 0.84 3.93 1.64
4 3.00 1.25 2.36 1.01
5 2.80 1.03 2.00 1.18
The collapsed mean and standard deviation for each group were used to perform 
an independent t-test for equality of means between groups. These numbers can be found 
in Table 4. The control group scored higher than the experimental group, but the 
difference was not found to be statistically significant (t(22) = -1.53, p < .20).
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Table 4
Group Means and Standard Deviations on the Five Proofs
Group M SD N
Control 3.84 0.96 10
Experimental 3.23 0.97 14
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION
The results of this research support those o f Philippou and Christou (1998) in 
their indication that the integration of the history of mathematics into mathematics 
instruction improves the attitudes of pre-service secondary teachers. Though the attitudes 
of both groups improved over the course of the treatment, those participants who were 
exposed to the historical module showed a significantly greater increase. The mean score 
for the control group at post-survey, while greater than that at pre-survey, still had not 
reached the level o f the experimental group at pre-survey. Although the pre-survey was 
given near the beginning of the semester in which the study was conducted, this result 
may be attributed to the fact that the participants in the experimental group were in an 
environment that was rich with history, and those in the control group were not.
While the attitude survey was found to be reasonably reliable as a post-survey, the 
pre-survey reliability was lacking. A possible justification for the poor reliability 
coefficient found for the pre-survey is that the participants were not as comfortable with 
the study at the beginning as they were at the end. By the end of the treatment, the 
participants were quite aware of the researcher and the reasons for her research. They 
may have taken the post-survey more seriously than they had the pre-survey. Perhaps 
more fine-tuning of the instrument would be advised for a follow-up study.
21
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This research did not show that the participants who were exposed to the 
historical module reached a higher level of achievement. Because the instrument was 
used only at the end o f the intervention, a measure o f increase in achievement is not 
available. The control group scored higher than the experimental group, but the 
difference was not found to be statistically significant. Although none o f the participants 
had had a history of mathematics class prior to the semester in which this study was 
conducted, all participants had had training in mathematics and mathematics education; 
but the participants in the control group had undoubtedly had more. Every participant in 
the control group was within two semesters of graduation, while those in the 
experimental group were years from graduation. In any case, the treatment o f the 
historical module did not seem to affect a higher level o f  achievement among the pre­
service teachers.
Informal evaluation forms completed by the participants in the experimental 
group attest to Grattan-Guinness’ ( 1978) argument that the history of mathematics is a 
great motivator for understanding mathematics. One participant commented, “the 
historical information created a greater enthusiasm toward the material; the environment 
was very conducive to learning.” Another confirmed Harper’s (1987) theory of 
“following an idea through its progression, from conception to maturity, enhances the 
lesson being learned.” Several participants commented on how they had gained a better 
appreciation for mathematics, and how the history made the material more relevant.
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Limitations of the Study 
Certain conditions inherent in this study have been identified. The data for this 
research were collected from quite small samples of convenience. The participants were 
not randomly selected. They were placed in each group by way of placement in course of 
study. The information was collected over a short period of time with no feasible 
possibility of a follow-up study.
The instruments used to collect data for this study were self-made and not 
extensively piloted. There was no measure of pre-achievement amongst the participants, 
which made an assessment of increase in knowledge unattainable.
Implications of the Study 
The results o f this study bolster the desire o f organizations such as the 
International Commission of Mathematical Instruction, the Mathematical Association of 
America, and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics for the integration of the 
history of mathematics in the mathematics classroom. Indeed, the history of mathematics 
does have an important role in the teaching and learning o f mathematics. Teaching 
histor)' to pre-service secondary mathematics teachers increases their appreciation for the 
use o f history in the mathematics classroom.
Recommendations for Further Study 
It is recommended that a follow-up study be conducted to answer the question 
regarding in-service secondary mathematics teachers’ attitudes about the history o f 
mathematics. Will the appreciation shown by pre-service teachers continue to grow with
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the use of history in their eventual classrooms? With what frequency do these teachers 
use the history of mathematics in their classrooms?
To strengthen the argument for the use o f history in pre-service mathematics 
education programs, it is recommended that an expanded study be conducted with other 
materials not specific to the MAA module. For example, how would a history o f 
mathematics course requirement enhance the pre-service teacher's experience? Is there a 
correlation between the inclusion of the history o f mathematics in pre-service instruction 
and the eventual effectiveness of pre-service teachers?
And, finally, how do historical materials affect the learning of mathematics for 
high school students? The results from the field tests o f the MAA’s Historical Modules 
Project are anticipated with enthusiasm. Specifically, it is hoped that more data-collection 
projects will result from the efforts of the MAA.
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Date: Sat, Feb 27, 199 9  10:13  PM EOT
From: Histmath
Subj: Re: Historical Modules
To: KMS1574
Dear Kelly Marie:
Let's go with your proposal, in due course, we will get you copies of one 
or more o f the modules. W e would like you to  test them  in some way and 
provide us with a report o f your experience. Hopefully, you m ight even use 
this as a project connected w ith your graduate work. W hat we want is 
some research and reaction to  the modules. It seems th a t your input 
would enrich the testing o f the modules.
Best wishes.
AI Buccino
2/28/99 America Online: KMS1574 Page 1
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UNTV
:aTE: Sepcemher 9 ,  1 9 5 9
TO: Kelly Marie Sullivan
OeDarttnent of Curriculum & Instrucoicn 
M/S 3005
/ '  t % '
'ROM: uf:. Fred Presccn, Chair
y fsbcial/Behavioral Sciences Commicoee
RE:  ^ Expedited Review of Human Subject Protocol:
"Integrating the History of Mathematics into the 
Mathematics Classroom"
OS? #: 3 1 1 S 0 9 5 9 - 0 9 4 X
The protocol for the project referenced above has been reviewed 
and approved by an expedited review by the Institutional Review 
Board Social/Behavioral Sciences Committee. This protocol is 
approved for a period of one year from the date of this 
notification and work on the project may proceed.
Should the use of human subjects described in this protocol 
continue beyond a year from the date of this notification, it 
will be necessary to request an extension.
If you have any questions or require any assistance, please 
contact Sally Hamilton at 895-1357.
J. Dixon (01-3005) 
OS? File
Office of Sconsored Programs 
4505 Maryland Parkway • Box 451037 •  Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-1037 
<702) 895-1357 • FAX ,702) 895-4242
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CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY
Project Title; The Integration of the History of Mathematics into the Mathematics 
Classroom
Researcher: Kelly Marie Sullivan
Graduate Student 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Purpose: You are being asked to participate in a research study which will
investigate attitude and achievement of pre-service teachers regarding the 
integration of the history of mathematics in the mathematics classroom.
Procedure: The investigation will involve the teaching of a unit of study. An altitude
scale will be administered before and after the teaching of the unit, and an 
end-of-unit assessment will be administered.
Benefits: This research will add to the body of knowledge regarding the integration
of the history of mathematics in the mathematics classroom. Research 
results will benefit teachers of mathematics and those who design 
mathematics curriculum.
Conditions: Information collected in this study is confidential, and your name will not
be used. The last three digits of your student identification number will be 
used for identification purposes. The length of time required for the study 
will not exceed that of the Fall semester ending in December 1999. Your 
participation in the study is entirely voluntary, and you are free to 
withdraw your consent at any time. If you have any questions during your 
association with the research study, before or after its completion, please 
feel free to ask for further information from the researcher at 270-2416 or 
kms@nevada.edu. For information regarding the rights o f research 
subjects, please contact the Office of Sponsored Programs at 895-1357.
YOUR SIGNATURE BELOW WILL INDICATE THAT YOU HAVE READ THE
INFORMATION PROVIDED ABOVE AND THAT YOU HAVE DECIDED TO 
VOLUNTEER AS A RESEARCH PARTICIPANT.
Signature of Participant Date
Signature of Researcher Date
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Last three digits o f your student identification num ber_______________ Age
M ajo r__________________________________________________________G en d er.
First teaching f ie ld ______________________ Second teaching fie ld ___________
Have you taken a class in which the history o f mathematics was incorporated;
in pre-college schoo l?__________  in college, before this semester?
State in which you attended high schoo l_________ Expected graduation d a te _____
DIRECTIONS: You may never have had experience with the history o f mathematics. However, 
please evaluate each statement. If you stronglv agree, put the num ber 5 in the blank opposite the 
statement. If you agree, but not strongly (you have some reservations) then put the number 4 in 
the blank. If you disagree, but not strongly, then put the number 2 in the blank. If  you stronglv 
disagree, then put the num ber 1 in the blank. If you neither agree no r disagree (you are not certain 
or you cannot answer) then put the number 3 in the blank. Please answ er all parts.
THIS ATTITUDE SCALE IS BEING USED FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES ONLY. YOUR 
RESPONSES ARE CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT SIGN THIS FORM.
(Strongly Disagree) 1 2  3 4 5 (Strongly Agree)
The history o f mathematics is a useful tool for learning mathematics. ______
M athematics lessons should be taught from a historical perspective. ______
The history o f mathematics should be taught only as enrichment to the ______
mathematics curriculum.
Student learning o f school mathematics is increased with teacher use o f ______
historical anecdotes.
The history o f mathematics increases student enjoym ent o f m athematics. ______
The history o f mathematics can be incorporated into the curriculum without ______
increasing student or teacher workload.
M athematics is a static subject without its history. ______
Including the history o f mathematics hinders mathematics teaching. ______
I plan to integrate the history of mathematics into the mathematics courses______________
that I will teach.
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Let Us Pretend:
It is 380 B. C. E.
and you Uve in
A x r ie v a .
(Sffldeat Copy)
Part 1.
Activity 1: Find ihe iocaâon of Adieas on a globe or in an adas.
Activity 2: Ccauttoct a rime line starting with 500 B.C.E. showing some important histoncai events
you stndied in histtxy class.
Activity 3: Find out what you can about what Atfamis was like in 380 B.CE.
Activity 4; You ate lucky enough to have been m only university in the wood. Fixai out all
you can about it.
Activity 5: A profisssor (Theodoras or perhaps even Tbeaetenu — yes, we know the name- of some of
the professors who aught math at your University is and you axe taking ooces. You are
learning Greek xnatfaematia, wincfa may seem a mmqiai to you. To beJp you with thm«m
lessons your (American) nrarhrr wQl teach these with the help of worksheets. To avoki
contusion, we will call your Greek ^  T.
[Students week t i & 2 on worksheets distnbuaed by ***** tencher.]
By now you should know that your untvetsity is called the Aeadasny awl that the President and founder of
the Acndrmy is the great philosopher Mnhk Our nest nugor project is to stndy a part of one of Plato's
works.
Activity 6: Hnd out what you can of Plato’s life, of his writing and o f his philosophy
.Activity 7; Write a short essay explaining why Plato considered so imp<»taw
Activity 8: Find out what you can about Sooates the *"■" awl ^Socrates”, the character in Plato's
dialogues.
Activity 9: Your teacher will hand you apiece of paper with a sqnare drawn on iL Consirect a square
whose area is twice that of the square that you have beoi gfwen. [This is Lesson 3.]
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Activity Kh Read Plato’s dialogtK M gm . What is the main ihmst o f  r tc  argnnmni in M m a, and what 
roie in this dialognc is served by SoczaKs’ **p^ i-ini#Mt «nh the slave b ^ ?
28
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Excerpts from Plato’s
Meno
MENO: ... But what do you mean when you say that we don’t learn anything, but
that what we call learning is recollection? Can you me that it is so?
SOCR: I have just said that you’re a rascal, and now you ask me if I can you,
when I say thee's no such thing as learWng only recoOection. Evidently you want 
to catch me contradicting myself straight away.
MENO: No, honestly, Socrates. I wasn't thinlring o f thaL It was just habiL If you in
any way can make clear to me that what you say is true, please do.
SOCR: It isn’t an easy thing, but still I should like to do what lO can since you ask
me. I see you have a large number of retainers here. Call One of rhem, anyoire you 
like, and I will use him to demonstraae it to you.
MENO: Certainly. [To a liave boy.] Come here.
SOCR: He is a Greek, and speaks our language?
MENO: Indeed yes. Bom and bred in the house.
SOCR: IJsten carefully then, and see whether is seems to you that he is learning &om
me or simply being reminded.
MENO: IwüL
SOCR: Now boy, you know that a square is a figure lik* this?
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BOY: Yea
SOCR: It has all these four sides equal?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: And lines which go dnou^ the middle of it ace also equal?
[Socrates draws lines EF and OR and dn figure loois Bke d ù e .f
( \
» r
BOY: Yea
SOCR: Such a figure could be either larger or smaller, could it not?
BOY:Yo.
30
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SOCR: Now if this side is two feet long, and diis side the same, how many feet win
the whole be? Put it this way If it were two feet in this direction and only one in 
rhat, must not the whole area be two feet taken once?
bH
BOY: Yea.
SOCR: But «nrp it is two feet this way also, does it not become twice two feet?
fSocTxaes paùtts to previous figure.]
BOY: Yes-
SOCR: And how many feet is twice two? Work it out and tell me.
BOY: Four.
SOCR: How could one draw another figure double the size o f this but similar, that is,
with all its sides siniüar, hke this one?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: How many feet will its area be?
BOY:HgfaL
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SOCR: Now then, txy to tell me how long each of its sides wül be. The present figure
has a side two fieeL [Poma a> figure.] What wiH be the dde of the double sized one?
BOY: But it will be double, Socrates, obviously.
SOCR: You see, Meno, that I am not teaching him anything, only asking. Now he
r h i n k s  he knows the side of the eight-foot square.
MENO:
SOCR:
Yes.
But does he?
MENO: Certainly noL
SOCR: He thiwfa it is twice the length of the other.
MENO: Yes.
SOCR: Now watch as be recollects things in order — the proper way to re-UecL
You say that the side of double length (xodnces the double sized 
figure. T iTer this, I mean, [poùia to first figure] not long this way and short thar 
[Points to second figure.] It must be equal on all sides bios the first figure, only 
twice its size, that is, eigiu fieet Think a moment whether you wffl expect to 
get it from doubling the side.
BOY: Yes, I do.
SOCR: Well now, shall we have a line double the length of this [points to AB] if we add
another the same length at tins end? [Adds BJ to AB producaeg this figure.!
^  —  C
- î- j
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B O Y : Yes.
SOCR: It is on (his line then, acceding to you, that we shall m akr the defat foot
square by taking four of the same length.
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: Let us draw in four equal lines using the first as a base. Does this not zive
you what you call the dght-fbot base? [Compietes the squan.}
BOY : Certainly.
SOCR: But does it contain these four squares, «w* equal to the original four foot
one? [Extends segment BC to N  and DC to kL]
33
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BOY: Yea.
SOCR: How big is it then, won’t it be four times as big?
BOY: Of course.
SOCR: And is four times tfae same as twice?
BOY : Of course noL
SOCR: So doubling the side has given us, not a double, but a four-fold figure.
BOY-.Tiue.
SOCR: And four times four are sixteen, are they not?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: Then how big is the side of tfae ei^it-fooc figure? This one has given us four
times tfae nrigitiai area, hasn’t it?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: And a side half the length gave us a square of four feet?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: Good. And isn’t a stpiare of eight feet double this one i o^ou* to snutlUr
square] and half that? [Pama to larger square.]
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: Win it not have a side greater than this one and less than that? [Poùm as
b^iare.]
BOY: 1 think it w ill
SOCR: RighL Always answer what you think. Now teQ me: Was not this side two
feet long and this one four? [Poaas as before.]
BOY: Yes.
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SOCR: Then tfae side of tfae eight-foot figure must be longer than two feet bat shorter
than four?
BOY: h must.
SOCR: Try to say how long you think it is.
BOY: Three feet
SOCR: If so, shall we add half of this bit and make it three feet? [M vtr du  poim  O in
du f ig u r e  M  d ia t BO is h a ^ c f A£ and compietea d u  square AOPQ.] Here are two, and this is 
one, and on this side simfiarly we have two plus one, and here is the figure you 
want.
^  fc ' i t
». «
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: If it is three feet this way and three that, will tfae whole area be three times
three feet?
BOY : It looks like it.
SOCR: And that is how many?
BOY: Nine.
SOCR: Whereas the square double our first squae bad to be how many?
BOY-.EighL
SOCR: But we haven’t yet got a square of eight fset, even from  a three-foot side?
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BOY: No.
SOCR: Then what length will give it? Try to tefl as exactly. If you don’t want to
count it up, just show us on the diagram.
BOY: It’s no use, Socrates, I just don’t know.
SOCR: Observe, Meno, the stage he has reached on tfae path of recollection. At the
beginning he did not know the side of a sqiiate of eight feet Nor indeed, does he 
know it now, but then he thought be knew it and answered boldly, as was 
appropfialB — he felt no pezplooty- Now. however, he does feel perplexed. Not 
only does he not know the answer be doesn’t even tfainir be knows.
MENO: Quite true.
SOCR: Isn’t he in a better position now in relation to what he didn’t know?
\Œ NO: I admit that too.
SOCR: So in perplexing him and numbing him like the stingray, have we done him
any harm?
MENO: I think noL
SOCR: In fact we have helped him to some a rtm t toward finding out the tight
answer, for now not only is he ignorant of it but he will be quite glad to look for it. 
Up to now, he thought be could speak weQ and fiuentiy, on many occasions and 
b^ore large audiences, on the subject of a square double the size of a given square, 
maintaiiiitig thar it muSt have a Side of double the length
MENO: No doubt.
SOCR: Do you suppose then that he would have to look for. or learn,
what he thought he knew, though be did not, before he was thrown into perplexity, 
became aware of his ignorance, and felt a desire to know?
MENO: No.
SOCR: Then the numbing process was good for him?
MENO: I agree.
SOCR: Now notice what, starting from this state of perplexity, he will d iscow  by
seeking the truth, in company with me, though I simply ask him questions without 
TMfhing him  Be ready to catch me if I give hhn any instruction or explanation 
instead of simply inxerrogadng him on hîs own opmiaas.
[Sacraus erases the previous figure and stu fO again.]
36
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Tell me, boy, is this not our square o f four feet? You understand?
a
BOY: Yes.
add another, equal to it, Bke this?Now we canSOCR:
&H
BOY: Yes.
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SOCR: And a dnrd hoc, equal to each of the others?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: And we can fill in this one in the coma ?
38
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BOY: Yes.
SOCR: Then we have four equal squares?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: And how many rimes tfae first square is tfae whole?
BOY: Four
SOCR: And we ant double tfae size. You remember?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: Now do these lines, going fiom comer to comer, cut each of these squares in
half? \JD tw m s ttte  düaganalr.]
39
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BOY: Yes.
SOCR: And these axe four equal lines, enclosing this area? [Pains to square BDNE. ]
BO Y: They axe.
SOCR: Now think, how big is this area? [Pains to square BDNE.]
BOY: I don’t understand.
SOCR: Here axe four squares. Has not each fine cut off the inner half of each of
them?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: And how many halves are there in this figure? [Paûas to BDNE.]
BOY: Four.
SOCR: And how many in this one? [Points to ABCD. /
BOY: Two.
SOCR: And what is tfae relation of four to two?
BOY: Double.
SOCR: How big is this figure then?
BOY: Eight fixL 
SOCR: On what base?
BOY : This one. [Poùus to iie  segment BD.]
SOCR: The one that goes from comer to comer of the square of four feet?
BOY: Yes.
SOCR: The technical name for it is ‘^ dSagonaT’; so if we use that name, h  is your
personal opinion that the square on the diagonal of the origina] square is double its 
area.
BOY: That is so, Socrates.
40
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SOCR: What do you Ainlr, Meno? Has be answered with any opinions that were not
his own?
MENO: No, they were ail his.
SOCR: Vet he did not know, as we agreed a few minutes ago.
MEINO: True.
SOCR: So a man who does not know has in faiznself true opinions on a subject
without having knowledge.
MENO: It would appear so.
SOCR: At present, these opinions, being newly aroused, have a dreamlike quality.
But if the same questions are put to him on many occasions and in thfFemut ways 
you can see that in the end be will have a knowledge on the subject as accurate as
anybody’s.
MENO: Probably.
SOCR: This knowledge w ill not come Grmn Teaching but 6om  questioning. He will
recover it himself.
MENO: Yes.
SOCR: And the spontaneous recovery of knowledge that is in him is recollection,
isn’t it?
MENO: Yea.
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A ctnitr 11: Peifan a  the Play.
Actmty 12: The foUowing are questioos that wül be diacaMeri in dass. Reconl your opinions m a 
JotssaL
Q. 1. Did Sociales convince you that you don't learn — that your soul lemembec? If not, what could 
SocraBs have doue to convince you a£ this?
Q. 2. What, if any. conchuiooa can you draw about the naone of Greek socie^ in 380 B.C.f. 6om
waidhing lids play?
Q. 3. Why. do you did Soctaies choose to have the slave boy “rccalT’ mathematical raihrrr than
other âc8?
Q. 4. What do you think of SooaBs as a aachrr? How would you like it if your teacher tteaa you or a
fdlow the way Soaaaes iieaBd the slave?
Q. 5. PidSocaBs cooviace you that if you aie given a sqnaie S auth diameter d. then the square
canscmcaBd on d has twice the area of S?
Q. 6. Aie you now convinced that if you waned to consffuct a square with twice the area of a given
square you would construct it on the diagonal of the giren square?
Activity 13: Try to to someone how to construct a square with twice the area of a given square
and help that person "« k  why ynm-
Activity 14: Look for other instances of logical reasoning in Jfew .
Activity 15: Read tk  Aeetevmiow o f Im itftm dm et and look for iastancfs of logical reasoning.
.Activity 16: PTaimw» other important hiitnocal dngiimgjiiv looking formstanees of logical reasoning.
BREAK
We reflect about what we have done and describe what still needs to
be done.
We hope that by now you can distingnisb a proof fitnn an argument that ptnports to be a pnx}f but isn't. 
Proof: need not be ataf formal as they appear in some geometry books -  a line of argument
-considered a proof if it convinces the UsBtrer. D iflaoit have diffiireBtstandaitls of rigor. Ota
point is that sufBcient for the is the proof that convuaces yoa.
.An equally important role that proofs play is explansiitB. You cannoc be convinced of the truth of a 
statement unless you undesstand it. and if a is (fiffieult its prtxif must not cmly convince,
it most also "vpi"** Actrviiy 13 is maendrd to convince you of ihia
Part 2.
Yon win now construct a sequence o f argumena that ought to ctmvince anyone that the side and
of a square are incommeosurable. The proof: which we wfll help you anistm a are sundarto those which.
accmding to Knoir (1975) and Becker (1936) were used by the PyAagareans to establish some of tlB
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most basic properties of whole oumbeis. They assert diac lefiœmeats of these aiguinenB can be found in 
Euclid’s famous EtemtfOdi, and due subséquent developments of cbese lines of thnnghre led to dm Greeks’ 
recognition of the fact du t certain paiis of line segments ate m com m aisanb^
Before you commue wotking on this module, yon need to be aware of certain hirtnrit^at A c
Today, beginning the second mlDennmm. once we have agreed on a unii of length like tfu meaer. we rfittifc- 
of die le n ^  of a line segment as a nomber. One line segmoit may be 10 mean s long, the length of 
another may be 37/142 meters and the length of the cfiagonai of a square whose «4m is one mt»yr long is
^T m ctco  long. These lerrgths, 10.37/142, andfzare aU munbns. We thnik of the length of a line 
segmem as a number that is atachrd to that segmem to help us visualize how big it is.
It took hnmaniiy many years to aaive at this intighr In 380 B.CE. people did not distingnish between a 
Knm segment and its t« n ^  It was the line .BgmrJit, not its length that was thfight o f as z  quantity. The 
Greeks osed the word «««Her exclusively to denote what are called today rutnral numbers or positive 
integers. Thus a line segment could not have a number attar hrri to it to diEnooe its length, because what we 
call today the lengdr of a line segmem depends on the imitofmesmuememthatischosem ‘'Thus,” an 
ancient Greek would say, "^whether or not one can attach a nomber to a line segment depends on ite unif of 
length, that is the vcak, dut is rJrartrri Since, from a theoretical point of view, one unit ofkngth  is as good 
as another, some segments wdl have length and others won’t. M oreow, if you change your 
segments that used to have lengths may no longer have them while wgni»iu« dut did not use to have 
lengths now do. f jn*»- segments, not their lengtiw, are qnanritirs. and numbecs and quantities are entneiy 
diSerent things. "
Which hrmg* us to the troublesome question regarding the natme of hmnous. The G redo aot have 
fractions. ITsey had ratios ûasteadL A ratio was neiliier a nomber nor a qumiity, a lano was a concept which 
mahled people to compare the sizB of one immher whh anoihrr number, or one quantity with annih^ 
quannty. ^Hut we call today the hactian. that is the num bs. 3M did tu t exist as ntr as the Greeks
were concerned. They had insaead the ratio 3:4 that them conceptualize the relative «»=* of the 
Qomben 3 and 4. They were not allowed to divide 3 by 4. Today we divide 3 by 4 and obtain as answer 
the number 3/4. I like to thmk of the ratio 3:4 as the gnn on the r*h»«iiw cac the last thing you see as dm 
numbers 3 and 4, upon division, disappear and the iwmhmr 3/4  takes their place.
Now two quantities could at-vo have a ratio, one to the other. If the two quantities were commensurable, 
their ratio was just the ratio of two nnmbrn If the two quantities were not fnmnw-nmrahie, this was no 
the The Greelo h=4 an algontbm id help >♦«*»*" tierermin^ whether or not the ratio o f a pair of numbers 
was equal to the ratio of pair. Thus tirey could 4»nijitiin> whether or not the ratio of two
commensurable quatmties was equal to the ratio o f m reher pair of conunemurable quantities. It required 
an f ia k w f dseory to deuxmine how one should go about decidtng when the ratios of two artatrary pans of 
quantities are equal, or when the ratio of a pair of quantities was as the ratio of a pair of numbers. We no 
longer need, nor do we study this theory. B hfcamr nnmemtieri when people rcaHmd that numbers, ratios
■md qnanfirif<  r-an ,11 h»  p.hmnmmH tiw tW  Hw mmr-mpf n f  rh«» tM l fyw vm
But dus does not me>an that in  creating this theory the ancient Greeks wasaed their time. Without the 
insigfat they gawvvt mm the rxature of cnmmrraniabflity, or better yet hBonunensmbdity, we would not be 
able to distn^nistt betweur ratianal and inatiooal ntunbers. we would not have been able to create the 
concept of the real nmimhmr system and much of modan mathematics would not exist today.
We are now ready to begin investigating the reasons and of the statement that the side and
diagonal of a square are incommeanutable. To be able to do that we need omaiu £ms about the natural 
ournbers. We arill piesem the facts to you in the in which. Knoir (1975) suggests the Greeks
(hscovered Our task wdl be to provide a traiMiaiinn huo modem algebm of the wodk of the ancient 
Pytbagoream.
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H ot of alL 6nm now on we win oae the word wimhw m the Giedc sense; nansal nm ber. posnne whofc 
amnber, positive iniegs. Whenever we use the word "hnmnber^  in dûs way, we pdntitin  bnW ke,
thus:
According to Knocr, a ■imbir  was rrprramtrri by a set of pebbles arxanged in a row. durs:
TTrei
This trend of tfaougfat led the Greeks to think of a single doc as a mût sad to define a nm nber m that winch
is obtained whsi units are added m each other. If we are given some ammhcr o to d ^  we might say: 
T lease boy a  oranges at the grocery store." Mr. T would say: "Please buy as many oranges as there are
units in this ~ ■■ "
M lm taon 1: Anevcnaninfeer is one that can be partmoned into two eqiml parts. It wdl be represented 
thus:
TIb i
DHümtâon 2: An odd m m b v  is that wfaicfa caiuiot be separated into two equal parts. It wdl be 
lepiBsenmd thus:
DcfinitkM 3: The product of two is the nannhas obtained when the first is to itself as
many as there ate mnts in the •em nH
Theorem 1: The son  of an arfaüiaiy amoont of even am m haa  is an even i
Greek Proofc Atmnge the anmhrns as fioOows:
« •  •  I « •  •
Now create a new umaihre by » v " r" g  all the dots on the left of the vertical Ihms on the left of a 
new vertical line and aO the dira on the right of the vertical I a n  on the right of the new vertical line. 
It is dear that the new Hsnbar is even.
Activity 17: Create a "modem" proof of this theorem. Is there anythiiig you fiwt unsatisfactory about 
the Greek “proof"?
Theorem  2: The sum of two odd aamnhma is even.
Greek praoft Arrange the two manbezs as follows:
•  «  •  •
Now cream a new wimbrr by drawing a vertical line. Put all the don on the left of the brackend 
dots cm the left of that vertical line and all the dots to the right of the km. (Jqb to the right of
44
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the vercicai line. HnaOy put the top htacicettri doc on the left of the new venkal Inre ami the bottom 
bracketed dot on the dght of fhar l^_. Qeatiy the oumber czeamd is evetL
.Activity 18; Create a “modem" proof of this tfaeoiem. Ls there anything you find ansaosfacTorv about 
the Greek “proof*?
Theorem 3: The sum of an even and an odd is odd.
Greek prooft .Arrange the given onmbers as follows:
Sow  create a new nunikM as follows: Draw a vertical line. Fts all the dots that are on dre kft of 
the bracket dot in the first number and all the dots that are on the left of the vertkal line in tk  
second • on the left of the new vertical Mne. Put all the dots *mr are on the dght of the
bracket dot in the first num bs and aQ the dots drat are on the dght of the vertical line in the secoiai 
immher on the dght of the new vertical line. Now replace the new vertical line by the bcadteted dot 
of the first mmibcr. Clearly the naimiirr so creased is odd.
Actmvmtv 19: Create a “modem” proof of this theorem. Is there anything you fi"4 imsatis^ctorv about 
the Greek “p roo f?
Theorem 3: The sum of an even quantity of odd IS evexL
.Activity 20: Create a “Greek proof and a “modem” proof o f this theorem. Is there anything you find
onsatisâctory about the Greek “proof?
Theorem 4: The sum of an odd amount of odd i lis odd.
.Activrty 21: Create a “Greek pnxjf and a “modem" prtxjf of this rfvniwn Is there anything you find 
tmsadsfiictory about the Greek “proof?
Theorem 5: The product of an even number and arty nomber is even. The pnxluct of two ndej numbers
is odd.
.Activity 22: Cream a proof that would be acceptable to Mr. T  as wed as to your American oeacbm.
Definition 4: .Ai 
square i
' is the ■— obtained when some 
be repmsenced like this:
is multiplied by i«rif a
The square
45
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Dcfimtioa 5: If X is a siinw e ■ n a iia ’. the OBOitar that wis mottiplied by i t t i f  to oboio is called tim 
iofX. (Today we call the side of X the square root o f X )
Theorem 6: The square of an even number is even. The square of an odd nnmba* is odd. 
Activity 23: Convince Mr. T and your Amettcan leachrr.
Theorem 7: If  a square number is even, its side is even, a square n m n h w  is odd, its side is «44
Activity 24: Convince Mr. T  and your Amedcan Bacher.
Theorem 8: Any even square ■■■■■*»— is divisible into four equal pare.
Oudiae of Greek Proof:
•  •  I •  •
(• • 1 • *
 1---------
« « I •  •
«
« •  I « •
Activity 25: Complete the “Greek proof* and cream a “modem’* proof of this theotem. Is there 
anything you find unsatisfactory about the “Greek proof ?
Theorem 9: .Any odd square omnber. when diminisbed by a mut ^visible intn four equal pare.
Chadhae of Greek proof:
I I I• •  « I
•— •—• I
 • •  •  •  • .
• • • #__«__•—1
•  •  •  « •
I *— ty 26: Complete the “Greek proof and cream a
“modem" proof of this theorem. Is there anything you find imonrfaginTy about the Greek
“proof?
End of Preliminaries.
We are now ready to provide a proof very much i&n the one that .Vfr. T might have shown
to his studats.
Look at this diagram, winch is the very one which Socrams showed m the slave boy.
46
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A
M
We win show that the segments DB and DH aie incomnieosnnible-
Suppose they aie n o t Then a pan of DB, say DX. measwes both DB and DEL The raoo 
DEIJDB is then as the num ber of times DX goes into OH to the mini he r  of times that DX goes into OB. L :^t 
these nombcrs be P and Q, that is DELDBttPrQ. We may require that these nuinimm are a small as possible 
(that win them to be in reduced leans) winch mea«« that not both of them are even.
[Ba . A su n p tk m : P aaui Q arc mat both even.]
The squares DBHI and AŒ E, ate on the sides DB and AC lespectiveiy, and sc their areas 
are sqtuue aum b as. (Mr. T would say: T h e  stpiaies DBHI and ACFE, are on the suies DB and AC 
respectively, and thus represent square snm lm s."
As far as Mr. T is cancemed. square arc quantities, which, ataier certain drcmnseancss, may 
be like numbers.}
  Now ACFE is the double of DBHI as Socrates pairued out is clear firam the diagram ihus
ACFE  represents an even square nom ber and so its side AC represents an evoi number. But AG is 
equal (in length) to DEL and so DH represeaB an even oumber.
[F irst result: F is even.]
Since A Œ E leprcsents an even square amaibm, it can be divided into four equal parts. But 
AGCY.. is one such part, hence ACCY. represents a number. Its double is the square num hrr DBHI as 
was also pohued out by Soaaaa. Hmcr DBHI represent:  an even square mmber, and so its side DB 
represents an even nnmber. That is: Q is evert
x r
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[Second resnit: Q •  even.]
Now compare our Basic Assampdcn these two lesniB. They coniradict each ocher. This 
means the assumption:
and DB are conunenamMe”
leads to a contrwBcdeo and so this assumption most be Mae. We are thus led inevitably 
m ihe coDcinsion:
The aide and dhifonal of a square are not i
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Lesson 1.
Note to the oeacfaer
The purpose of this lesson is to acquaint students with what the Greeks by the expression: T ire  <»«— 
segment z maamres the Kne segment y".
This expression means: The length of the segment z is k times the length o f the n iiin  in y, where k is a 
positive integer.
Students will be given three sheets. Sheet I wül contain several Ann rectangles of various lengths ami im^nrm* 
widths. Students win pretend that these rectangles are line segments. Students will cnt out theap rectangles use 
them like mleis to “memnre”, in the Greek sense, the other lu e  segments. They wiH record their results on 
sheet 2. (Line segment 1 measures segmena 1.2, 5 etc.; it does not measure segment: 3,4, 6 ere.) Sheet] 
wiH be used to do the fallowing exercises:
Guess whether the following statement is true or false:
l . i r  the srgiiirm a auasurtt the segment b, C the segment b mnsmni the segment a.
Convince me that your guess is correct.
37. (Note to the teacher This statement is not cancel, students be m «ww up with counm
examples.)
2. It never happens that segment a «cosnrer seat b and at the same time segment b areasam « f i n *
a.
Convince me that your guess is conect.
38. (Note to the teacher Segments a and b both measure each other if and only if they have ths <am«» 
length.)
3. segment a ateernres segment b and segment aremnres segment c then segmem a weeanres segment
c.
Convince me that your guess is correct.
39. (Note to the teacher The ideal argument would be as follows: -Sinee a measures segment b. the
length of b is m times that of a  Since segmem b ^  the length of c is n fimf* rhar of
b. Hmor. the length of c is mn times that of a. and so a measwes c.)
Qumtioa 4: In yonr own word: rxpinin sdmt the Greeks «-— » when they mid: "The xegwenr a 
nemnra the segment k."
49
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Worksheet 1.1
The Greeks said: “One line « y f  "acnsnrer" anodwr if the length of the wmnd is a whole 
number times the length of the :
1
— r
I—  ^ .1
[
I
1
 ^ 'g I
Cut out the rectangles mai<civt 1.2 , ,  10. TTdnk of them as tine ley iiian
50
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Worksheet 1.2
W dte the aumerai 1 is  (he box in row  i and coionis j if (he i-tfa segm em  measures de j-d i segm eu. so t, p u  a
0 in rhar box.
I 2 T  " 4 5 6 T  ■ -  5 ?  -■ 10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
-
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Worksheet 1.3
Guess whether the foflowing mremcnt is tne or âiae:
1. If the wgmeiit a maaimn t  the wgwenf b, t the segment b .
Convince me rhat your guess is comet.
40.
2. It never happcnc that segment a mtasmra sent b nad at the same time sepnent b measaiei
Convince me that your guess is cmtect.
41.
3. If segment a maasmres wgineiit b and segment aunmres segm ot c then segnmnt a awoiares
xe.
Convince me diat your guess is conect.
42.
Questian 4: In yonr own wonis ftplain what the Getda meant when Aey said: “Tka regmeat a 
memsmrts tka regmeat b."
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Lesson 2
N'oe te the teacher The purpose o f this lesson is to oqjiain to the students what the G reeks m eant by the 
expression: T w o  Kne segm en ts arc  i
The rla iaca l definitioiis a re  as follows:
I. A part of the segm ent a is a sob-segmetic b a  which measures a  (See lesson I for a defim tton of tire 
expression: T & e  mgnwmt b maasaru  a .’*)
43. 2. The line se p n e n t a is eommrmtmrabk with 1 segment b if  a part of a  m easures b. This means
that if the length o f a  is one mât. then the segment a can be dtvided into q equal pans in a way r*\»t
p o f these parts w ill cover b. The length o f the segment b is thetrfoie (^q m ats.
I____________!_____________ I_______________ i
! 1
I _  i _______I____  I
(In this Sgure c is a pan of a  and a is coaunensorahJe with b c measures b.)
3. .Shidm K w ill hi» gfyeai th re e  w nrinhw iK . T h e  f im  w ill he Am «am^ a« W nrW hfm f t n f  T i - w t i  I F a ^
!me v^PTTutir tnm.« o o t to be commeBsurabie whh every line segment on that
4. StudmB wül then 6H in the table on worksheet 2 as follows: The wiH entre in the box in row i column j
the length of the j-th segment when the i-th segitieni is considered to be one unit long.
5. On worksheet 3 students wül be asked to guess whether the following staminent is true: *Tf ■* g»—.* a
is comamenmsmMe crMh wgn u t  b them aegmeat b is cremmemaumMe w ith a.** They
should be able to guess that Âe answer is yes. They wül then be asked to convince their ««■g»****»**- that 
their guess is correct. (If the length of segment a is cammensmble svith b then the length of b is p/q 
units svhen the lengtia of a is takes as the imiL n imcp the length of a is q/p units if the length of b is 
takes as the ■""* b is with a.)
6.  Students should be
1. In  view of 5  we wiB say flrom now on that the segments a and b are comeaemurable."
2. La spite o f Ihe rcsnte shown in yonr table, there csist pairs o f  line segments that are
not connnennraMn. Soch Bn
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Worksheet 2.1
Cut out dww- rectangles "wfcpri 1 . 2 , 3 , ,  10. Utmk of them as Hue segments. The G teeb said; T ine
a is eomuÊttmnrmèit with Sac legment b if the segmesd a can be bcnfcoi op iafei eqaal sob- 
segments in such a way that a suh-w tiwi iit of a me m ere sepnent h." Compare each pair of line 
seements and H^wmiiw- if the 5xst is cammeosuiable with the
czn
r I
L_...?- Z3
( . 1 .  . , x . .  - ,  n i -
*  ^ *
Cl  zm
r -   ■  ----------------1
r   r -  "1
I f  1
54
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Worksheet 2.2
Suppose that segment x is cQQUse&saiabie with segment b. Then if the lagtfa of a is akeo as one the 
Ic n ^  of segment b wiH be {^q units where p and q are positive whole auoihers. (q win be dm oumbre of pans 
into winch segment a must be divided and p wiH be the nomber of these pieces which, laid «nH id  wiU 
cover segment b.)Io the table below, inrficatr in the box in row i and colomn j the length of ttm «manwa* j when 
segment i is osed as a tmic
! 1 2 J  " 4 " “ 5 ■ ■ " " T " ” — T - 4 Ï0
1 1
! i
I 3 1
1 4! - 5
6
7
8
9
10
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Worksheet 2.3
Guess whether the fcilowiog salement is true or £tise:
I f  segmam a is eomuaamsmrabU wàk segmsmt b tktm tsgmtmt b cr eomuasasarabis with segmem a.
Convince me that your guess is cocrect.
The itahd/ed statemem is troe. In view of this üct Mr. t would say: "Segmmmeemdhme 
communsmrobls" instead of “a is cammeiuyrabis wixh b. "
CampUu the ttmtamee: "Two segmcmt a  end b err commenswnMe ^
Convince me: "If segmente a and b are commensurable and —f — "«■ b and c are i 
then a and c are mrihb **
Im portan t Inform ation: For thousands o f years people th o u g h  
th a t all pa irs o f line segm ents w ere com m ensurable. Today 
(380 B.C.E.) M r. T knows th a t th is isn 't so; there are  p a irs  of 
line segm ents th a t are  not com m ensurable, they are called 
incommensurable. W e'll explore this phenom enon in  m ore 
detail in  this m odule.
5o
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Lesson 3
Assignmumtz Draw a square whose area is twice «he area o f thu square.
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STUDENT EVALUATION
Name of Actrviiy: ______________________________
1. What did yoo leam from dûs activity?
2. How might the activity be changed to make it betmr?
3. How was this set of activities di& rcot than what you have done in previous coutsesl
4. Suggest 2 or more ways the maawiai canid be improved.
5. How did rtw histoxicai infannation yonr alliinde about
107
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THEOREMS
1. The sum of an arbitrary amount of even natural numbers is even.
2. The sum of two odd natural numbers is even.
3. The sum of an even natural number and an odd natural number is odd.
4. The sum of an even quantity of odd natural numbers is even.
5. The sum of an odd amount of odd natural numbers is odd.
SCORING RUBRIC 
Good Responses
6
Exemplary Proof
Gives a complete proof with clear, 
coherent, unambiguous explanations
5
Competent Proof
Gives a complete proof with reasonably 
clear explanations
Adequate Responses
4
Minor Flaws, But Satisfactory Proof
Completes the proof satisfactorily, but 
the explanation may be muddled
3
Serious Flaws, But Satisfactory Proof
Begins the proof appropriately but may 
fail to complete or may omit significant 
parts of the proof
Inadequate Responses
2
Unsatisfactory Proof
Proof is not understandable
1
Unable to Effectively Begin Proof
Work does not reflect a proof; no 
attempt
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